The workers’ movement in
Iraq urgently need
support & solidarity in
order to play a role in
getting the society out of
the ordeal of war, hunger,
and unemployment.
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The Unemployed Union of Iraq (UUI)

The Unemployed Union of Iraq (UUI)

was set up in May 2003 in Baghdad. It is a genuine
representative of the protest of the unemployed and
destitute people. Through the demands of a job or
unemployment benefits the UUI wants to make a
difference in the lives of the workers and save the lives
of thousands of unemployed families who are under the
threat of hunger and unemployment.
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The UUI now has 130,000 members and it has
established branches in seven provinces in Iraq. The UUI
has held scores of protest actions so far in front of the
US Provisional Authority headquarters in Baghdad and
other cities. It has organized a 45 day strike in front of
Paul Bremer’s office. Consequently the secretary of the
UUI (Qasim Hadi) was arrested along with 55 members
of the UUI by the US forces.
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The UUI has managed to find 600 work
opportunities for unemployed people and provide
workers with free medical services as a result of its
protest actions. The workers in different sectors such as
power, water supply, hospitals, laboratories, rail ways,
transportations, and petrol are members of the UUI. The
struggle and achievements of the UUI have worried the
US officials, the Governing Council, and the allied
political parties.
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The UUI also publishes a paper inside Iraq called
“The Workers’ Councils” (Al-Majalis Al-Ummalyia) in
Arabic and a paper in English called “The Voice of Iraqi
Workers”.
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Simultaneously, the UUI has established a
solidarity network in Europe, Australia, and Canada to
build international support for the workers in Iraq. The
workers’ movement is looking forward to hear from you!
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Bab-Al-Sharki, Al Rasheed St.
Old Labour Union Bldg. Baghdad. Iraq.
E-MAIL: <union_u_iraq@yahoo.com>
http://www.uuiraq.org
Bank Account Lloyds TSBUUI Sort code:30 94 51
Bank Account: 11610268
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